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The plan logical, very well is structured and largely covers all the Weld announced in the title. Each chapter well is built and followed of a completely satisfactory bibliography.
The strong points of the book are the study of the history, of the clinical and radiological bases of the deformations of the knee, the surgical indications and the preoperative planning of the operations. All this is extremely well done for the greatest beneWt of any operator called to make osteotomies, techniques currently again in renewal of growth.
The chapters treating the clinical applications are also completely correct but Wsh by the recourse to the nearly exclusive use of a plate developed at the point by the AO Research Institute of Davos, this explaining that. However, the drafting of these chapters concerning the various clinical techniques is of good invoice; but one can only regret the absence of comparison with other techniques, or even with other plates (put aside only one example right city).
The chapters concerning the problems are particularly interesting which can pose the installation of a prosthesis after an osteotomy, the assumption of responsibility of the complications of the osteotomies and the recoveries no-prosthetic for failure of osteotomy, with quite practical receipts to use.
The book ends in a prospective sight on the interest of navigation, on possible progress still in the material of osteosynthesis but is unaware of almost completely while making only quote them (as throughout the book) the osseous substitutes of synthesis in the Wlling of the space with opening osteotomies.
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